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THE International Students For Liberty Conference







OLD FRIENDS, NEW FACES, ONE MOVEMENT
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ISFLC is almost indescribable.

Yes, it’s a student conference, but it’s so much more than that.

With 55% of 2016 attendees being non-students, ISFLC has quickly become one of the liberty movement’s premier events—a place for libertarian amateurs and experts to meet and explore ideas together.

This will be the 10th year that we gather students and alumni together to discuss best practices for organizing, learn about new developments in the cause of liberty, meet old and new friends, and garner the energy to go back to our homes and continue to carry on the fight for liberty.

And it is going to be big.
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LiveXP is a online tutoring website and has endorsed the student freedom movement. English is reportedly one of the working languages used by 85% of global organizations. If students have more in-depth language instruction, they may have more options while looking for work. At the same time, graduates' first possible employment is in English tutoring online.

































NEWS

  Innovation in Language Teaching and Learning: Hybrid Conference

  26/10/2023

  The 16th International Conference on Innovation in Language Learning will be held on November 9 and 10 at the Grand Hotel Mediterraneo in Florence, Italy, and online.

  READ MORE

  The sixth international language conference on contemporary research in teaching, learning, and education

  03/02/2023

  The English Language Teaching Conference 2023 is an annual gathering of academics, comprising researchers, lecturers, scholars, graduate and post-graduate students, as well as representatives of non-profit and research organizations. WORLDTE 2023 will examine the most recent developments in the industry from July 7 through July 9 in Zurich, Switzerland, one of the most stunning towns in all of Europe.

  READ MORE

  

















































MEET THE SPEAKERS
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Rand Paul

Learn more
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Jonathan Haidt
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Steve Forbes

Learn more
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Sarah Skwire
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Greg Glassman

Learn more
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Tom Palmer
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Mustafa Akyol
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Jeremy McLellan
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Alexander Skouras

Learn more
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Trevor Thrall

Learn more
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Emily Ekins

Learn more
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Edward Stringham

Learn more
































SEE MORE SPEAKERS











































OUR MUSICAL GUESTS




MAMO + BACKWORDZ





Mamo (Mason Moore) is a rapper, producer, and liberty activist from Southwest Michigan most well known for being a founding member of the group N1LH (No One Leaves Hungry). He has released numerous solo albums and mixtapes including 2011's “Libertarian Punk Rap” and 2014's “Beelzebub.” He is currently touring and doing spot dates in promotion of his soon to be released album “The Man in the High Tower. Mamo discovered and rapidly joined the liberty movement at the age of 18 campaigning for Ron Paul in 2007. He continues to spread the message of liberty via his music, online activism, and political commentary.







Pissed off and anti-statism. All real, no fake. BackWordz is a hip-hop and metal group led by frontman Eric July, an anarcho-capitalist rapper and political activist.









































































SPECIAL FEATURES
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Click below to sign up for a Saturday morning CrossFit session with an appearance by CEO Greg Glassman!
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WHAT THE MEDIA HAD TO SAY
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WHAT ATTENDEES HAD TO SAY






















“Without the 2014 ISFLC, I would not have the friends, connections, and resources from the liberty movement that I do today. I would not have felt the real passion and love for justice that people my age can express. I would never have met my academic heroes.”
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Wade Craig North American Executive Board Chairman, Norman, Oklahoma







“Whether it was stories of neo-Nazis invading a Drug War event in Serbia or the struggles of activists in socialist Venezuela, I could not help but feel inspired. Hearing how much other activists are fighting for liberty around the world in countries far less free than the United States, I could not help feel that I could do more. It was because of this conference and the stories of these inspiring people that I decided to become a Students For Liberty Campus Coordinator. In all honestly, doing so has been the best decision I have ever made.”
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Sam Dunkovich Midwest Programs Director, Green Bay, Wisconsin







"ISFLC is a time to see old friends and have the best time of your life. It's also a time to meet new friends and grow your network. Attendees at ISFLC get to explore ideas that illuminate the world and inspire action for human freedom. Perhaps more importantly, they can develop relationships that will enrich their lives in the years to come."
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Nathan Goodman Former Campus Coordinator. Fairfax, Virginia







“If the A-list speakers, top-notch breakout sessions, live Ask Me Anythings, professional and educational opportunities, free books and swag, socials, hotel parties, live music, Edward Snowden Skype-ing in, activism training, seminars, and almost 2,000 libertarians isn’t enough to bring you to ISFLC, come for the people who will change your life. ISFLC is a conference by and for people who love liberty, but more importantly, it is by and for people who use their liberty to love.”
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Cory Massimino North American Executive Board. Oviedo, Florida







“The International Students For Liberty Conference was the best conference I have ever attended. I was surrounded by a diverse group of individuals and tremendous speakers who transformed my views of libertarianism. This conference is the reason why I will proudly advocate for freedom around my campus and bring like-minded individuals together to create a brighter future around me.”
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Reagan Brooks Incoming Campus Coordinator. Avon Lake, Ohio







“ISFLC was great! We got to meet so many intelligent, driven people from around the world.”
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Woodrow Johnston Campus Coordinator. Las Vegas, Nevada







“Intellectually stimulating and emotionally inspiring, ISFLC is truly a unique experience for liberty loving individuals of all ages.”
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Utang Enyenihi Campus Coordinator. Winston-Salem, North Carolina







“Besides the amazing lectures and brilliant speakers, my favorite aspect of ISFLC is the possibility of meeting libertarians from all over the world to discuss and share our views. Being able to get in contact with people from different cultures, struggling with big government in different ways, allowed me to better appreciate the freedoms I still have and motivated me to defend them more fiercely.”
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Carlo Rocha Chairperson of Estudantes pela Liberdade (EPL). São Paulo, Brazil







“ISFLC is SFL's flagship global confluence of youth trying to gain a better understanding of the libertarian intent. I found it an exhilarating experience to meet and greet the who’s who of the libertarian movement. ISFLC is also a time where I meet my colleagues from around the world who are striving for a freer, just, peaceful and more reasonable world.”
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Yavnika Khanna Chairperson for Students For Liberty- South Asia. New Delhi, India







“This was my third ISFLC and I am amazed with what the conference is able to achieve each year. I especially loved the several “Ask Me Anything” sessions this year, which allowed me to interact with my favourite libertarian professors, like Steve Horwitz and Bryan Caplan. But my favourite moment was when Jeffrey Tucker discussed his impression of Murray Rothbard; that was very personal and obscure knowledge about Murray and it is something I could only get at the International Students For Liberty Conference."
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Abhinav Singh South Asia Programs Manager. New Delhi, India







"The most energizing event you will ever attend"
"The future of Liberty is happening here"
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Frayda Levy







 


























































INTERESTED IN SPONSORING THE ISFLC?






























BECOME A SPONSOR
















































WHAT IS STUDENTS FOR LIBERTY?
































Students For Liberty is a rapidly growing network of pro-liberty students from all over the world. Our mission is to educate, develop, and empower the next generation of leaders of liberty. We are the largest libertarian student organization in the world. We accomplish this through a strategy of empowerment, identifying the top student leaders and training them to be agents of change in their communities. What began as a small meeting of young leaders has become an international movement of students with almost 3,000 local student groups and 1,400+ leaders around the world with operations on every inhabited continent.
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PRO PEACE
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PRO MARKET
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PRO INDIVIDUAL
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PRO LIBERTY




























LEARN MORE ABOUT SFL




























LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PHILOSOPHY OF LIBERTY
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